
[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ..  អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ 89ក់ ជី] 
[Interviewer: TS. Interviewee: KC.] 
 
[00:00]  
 
[េ.កL 89ក់ ជ ីចិត និងPQ ត់អងR SចឬសUីែដលXត់េទYបនឹងេធ\ Yរចួ]  
[KC carves and flicks an unfinished Angkuoch Russey that he has just made.]  
 
[00:51]  
 
[េ.កL 89ក់ ជ ី*កលqងេលងអងR Sច]  
[KC tests the Angkuoch Russey by playing it]  
 
[01:01]  
 
[េ.កL 89ក់ ជ ីចិតអងR SចបែនtមបvQ ប់ពីេតស1 សេមxងរបស់y]  
[KC carves his newly-made Angkuoch further, after testing it]  
 
[01:35]  
 
[េ.កL 89ក ់ជ ីេតស1 សេមxងអងR Sចម1ងេទ}ត]  
[KC tests the sound of the Angkuoch again]  
 
[01: 41]  
 
េតYy&នសេមxងរ.ស់េហYយឬេ�? 
Can it produce a resonant sound now?  
 

េពលេនះ yមិន�ន់រ.ស់េទ ដូេច#ះ ខ� � ំ8ត�វែកត8ម�វyែថមបន1 ិចេទ}ត។  
It is not resonant yet so I have to do a little bit more. [carves] 
 

[02:09]  
 

េពលេនះ y�នល� េហYយ។ ខ� � ំ8ត�វែកស8ម�លេ�យបិត8កប។  
Now it is okay. I have to carve its cover.  
 
ែតេពលេនះ ខ� � ំមិន&ន9វបិតេទ។   
But now I do not have any glue.  

 
[02:27]  
 
[េ.កL 89ក់ ជ ីចិតអងR SចឬសUីបែនtម]  
[KC carves his Angkuoch Russey more.]  
 
[03:18]  
 
[េ.កL 89ក់ ជ ីគូសបvQ ត់8តង់េ�េលYតួអងR Sចេ�យេ8បY9ំបិត]  
[KC makes small markings with his knife on the body of the Angkuoch]  
 
[03:33]  
 
េតYLគូសែបបេvះេដYមqីអ\ ី?  
What do you make those lines for?  
  
 ខ� � ំេធ\ Yែបបេនះឱ�y*� ត។  



 I make these lines to make this Angkuoch [look] beautiful.  
 

េពលេនះ ខ� � ំមិន&ន9វបិតេទ។ �ំខ� � ំរកេមYលសិន! 
Now I do not have glue. Let me find it!  

 
[03: 54]  
 

ប៉ុេណ  ះ ខ� � ំ¡ចេ8បY9រ�ន។  
Now it is playable.  
 
ខ� � ំចង់បិតេធ\ Y*រថ¢ីមួយេទ}ត េដYមqីប£¤ ញឱ��នច¦ស់។  
I want to make another one in order to show all the details.  

 
[04:21]  
 
[េ.កL 89ក់ ជ ីយកេ§¢ ៃដមកគូសចមxងពីទំហំរបស់អងR Sច។]  
[KC takes a pencil to copy and mark the size of a sample Angkuoch]  
 
[04:37]  
 
េតYLកំពុងគូសអ\ ី?  
What are you drawing?  
 

ខ� � ំគូសស8&ប់yស់ª# ត។ េបYខ� � ំមិនគូស yនឹងមិន8តឹម8ត�វេទ។ ដូេច#ះ ខ� � ំ8ត�វគូសy។  
I am drawing this line to copy its size. If I do not draw it, it will not be correct. 
That is why I have to draw.  

 
[05:46] 

 
េតYេនះគឺអ\ ី? 
What is this?  

 
េនះគឺែដក�ប់។ ខ� � ំេ8បYyេដYមqីេ�ះ8បេ®ង។  
It is a small chisel. I use it to make a hole.  
 

[06:00]  
 
[េ.កL 89ក់ ជ ីេ8បYែដក�ប់ និងញញ� រេដYមqីចុះ8បេ®ងអងR Sច]  
[KC uses a small chisel and hammer to make a hole in the body of the Angkuoch]  
 
[07:15] 
 
ចុះេនះគឺអ\ ី? 
And what is this?  
 

េយYងេ¯របស់េនះ° «8ត់» (ែដក�ប់)។ ខ� � ំេ8បYស8&ប់េធ\ Yអµ1 ត។  
I call it “Chrot” [chisel]. I use this tool to make the lamella.  

 
[07:49]  
 

េ�ះទំលុះ!  
Making a hole!  
 

[08:09] 
 



េតYLចំ�ច់កល់ែបបេនះេធ\ Yអ\ ី?  
Why do you have to use this small thing to even it up like this?  
 

ខ� � ំ8ត�វកល់េដYមqីបិត កុំឱ�yប៉ះ។ េបYខ� � ំមិនកល់េទ ខ� � ំមិន¡ចបិត�នេទ។   
I have to even up to make it not to stick to the body. If it sticks, I cannot carve 
it.  
 

[08:39]  
 
មុននឹងLយក9ំបិតមកចិត េតYL8ត�វពិនិត�េមYលមុនេទ? 
Before you use this knife, do you have to check it’s ok first? 
 

េមYល! [ េសYច...]  
Yes! [ Laughs…]  
 

េដYមqីេធ\ YអងR Sចមួយ េតYLេ8បY9ំបិតប៉ុv¢ ន? 
How many knives do you have to use to make an Angkuoch?  
 

ខ� � ំ&ន9ំបិតបីេ�ទីេនះ។ េ�យ*រខ� � ំ&នកូនេ½មកជួយេធ\ Y 
ដូេច#ះេទYបខ� � ំ8ត�វ9រ9ំបិតបី។  
I have three knives here. I have three because sometimes my grandchildren 
and sons help me to make them.  
 
េ�េពលែដលខ� � ំេធ\ Yែត&# ក់ឯង ខ� � ំេ8បYែតមួយេទ។  
When I do it alone, I use only one knife.  
 

[09:04] 
 
េតYេគេ¯9ំបិតែដលLកំពុងេ8បYស8&ប់ចិតេនះ¿៉ងដូចេម1ច? 
What do you call the knife you are using?  
 

មនុសU�ស់បុÀណេ¯y° «9ំបិតបេvQ ះ»។ ខ� � ំមិនដឹង° y&នន័យ¿៉ងµេទ។ 
ខ� � ំេចះែតេ¯តៗX# ។ Xត់8�ប់ខ� � ំ° y9ំបិតបេvQ ះ។  
Old people call it ‘bamboo-cutting knife’. I do not know what that means, yet I 
just imitated them. They told me that it is a bamboo cutting knife. 
 

[10:57] 
 
េតYL¡ចេធ\ YអងR Sច�នប៉ុv¢ នកÅ �ងមួយៃថÆ? 
How many Angkuoch can you make in one day?  
 

8បែហល១៥!   
About 15!  
 

េតYLចំµយេពលប៉ុv¢ នvទីកÅ �ង9រេធ\ YអងR Sចមួយ? 
How many minutes do you spend for making an Angkuoch?  
 

ខ� � ំមិនែដល�នេផQÉងេទ ដូេច#ះខ� � ំមិនដឹង°ប៉ុv¢ ន។  
I have never taken notice, so I do not know.  

 
[11:37]  
 
េតYLែដលÊx ត់មុតៃដែដរឬេទ? 
Have you have had any injury while making Angkuoch?  
 



&នែដរ! &នÊx ត់ែដរ!  
I have! In the past.  
 

េ�េពលែដលLមុតៃដ េតYLខកªនេធ\ Yរយៈេពលប៉ុv¢ នែដរ? 
When you had an injury, for how long did you stop making?  
 

ខ� � ំមិនែដលខកªនេទ េ�យ*រyរបួសតិចតួច។  
I never stopped because it was just a skin injury.  
 
yមុតមិនធÆន់ធÆរែដរ។ 
It was not a big injury. 
 

[13: 30] 
 
[េ.កL 89ក់ ជ ីេ8បYេ½េÌទិញ9វ]  
[KC orders his grandson to go and buy glue]  
 

េÌទិញ9វមួយែភxតមក! សំុលុយ¿យទិញ9វ!  
Please go to buy glue! Go and ask money from your grandma to buy glue!  

 
េហតុអ\ ី�នL�ំ�ច់បិត9វ?  
Why do you have to use glue?  
 

ខ� � ំបិតេដYេមqYកុំឱ�8កបរបស់អងR Sចរត់េÌមក។  
I stick with glue to make the covers stay still.  
 

អ\ ីែដលរត់េÌរត់មក? 
What moves?  
 

ឈប់សិន! �ំខ� � ំប£¤ ញ°8ត�វេធ\ Yែបបµ!  
Wait! Let me show you!  
 
េបYេយYងមិនបិត8កបេនះ yនឹងរត់ចុះេឡYង! 
If I do not stick it down here, it will move.  
 
េបYេយYងមិនបិត8កបេនះ yនឹងរត់ចុះេឡYង! ខ� � ំ8ត�វបិតេទYបyមិនរត់េÌរត់មក។  
If I do not stick it down with glue here, it will move. Therefore, I have to stick it.  
 

[14:37] 
 

េ�េពលែដលខ� � ំមិនបិត9វ 8កបេនះyនឹងរុញចូល េធ\ Yឱ�មិនលឺសេមxង! 
If I do not stick it down, the covers will move onto this, and then it would make 
no sound.  
 

េ�េពលែដលLេធ\ YេហYយ េតY8ត�វេតស1 សេមxង? 
When you have finished all the process, do you always have to test the sound of an 
Angkuoch? 
  

�ទ! ខ� � ំ8ត�វPQ ត់េមYលសិន។ ខ� � ំ¡ចយក�នលុះ8Lµែតy&នសេមxងលឺ។ 
េបYyមិនលឺ េគនឹងមិនទិញេទ។ ដូេច#ះ ខ� � ំ8ត�វªត។ េហYយyពិ�កេ�ល! 
Yes! I have to test it. I can use it if it has a good sound. If not, people will not 
buy it. So I would not get any benefit. I would have to throw it away.  
 

េដYមqីេធ\ YអងR Sចនីមួយៗ េតYL8ត�វេ8បYឧបករណ៍អ\ ីខx ះ? 
To make one Angkuoch, how many tools do you need? 



  
�ទ? 
Yes? 
 

េដYមqីេធ\ YអងR Sចនីមួយៗ េតYL8ត�វេ8បYឧបករណ៍អ\ ីខx ះ? [សួរសំណួរដែដលម1ងេទ}ត?]  
To make one Angkuoch, how many tool do you need? [Question is repeated.]  
 

ខ� � ំមិន8ត�វ9រេ8បY8�ស់ឧបករណ៍េ8ចYនេពកេទ។ ខ� � ំ&ន9ំបិត ឬសUី 
និង9វស8&ប់បិត។  
I do not need many tools. I use knife, bamboo and glue.  
 
yមិនេ8ចYនេពកេទ!  
That’s not many.  
 

ចុះខ� � ំេឃYញ&នកូនែម៉8ត និងឧបករណ៍តូចៗពីរេទ}ត? 
But I saw a ruler and other two tools?  
 

�ទ?  
Yes? 
 

ចុះខ� � ំេឃYញ&នកូនែម៉8ត និងឧបករណ៍តូចៗពីរេទ}ត? [សួរសំណួរដែដលម1ងេទ}ត?] 
But I saw a ruler and other two tools? [Question is repeated.]  
 

ខ� � ំ&នែដក�ប់តូចមួយ និងធំមួយ។  
I have a small chisel and a big chisel.  
 

[16:00]  
 
[េ.កL 89ក់ ជ ីចិតករបស់អងR Sចបែនtម]  
[KC carves the neck of an Angkuoch further.]  
 
[17:42]  
 
េតYLចូលចិត1េធ\ Yែបបេនះេទ? 
Do you like to make this instrument?  
 

[េសYច...] 
[Laughs…]  
 
ឬសUីេនះមិនសូវរ.ស់!ខ� � ំ8ត�វេធ\ Yមួយេទ}ត េដYមqីឱ�yរ.ស់ល� ។  
This bamboo cannot make a resonant sound. I will do another better one.  

 
[18:24 - END] 
 


